Audio Commons: bringing Creative Commons audio content to the creative industries
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Abstract

Significant amounts of user-generated audio content, such as sound effects, musical samples and music pieces, are uploaded to online repositories and made available under open licenses. Moreover, a constantly increasing amount of multimedia content, originally released with traditional licenses, is becoming public domain as its copyright expires. Nevertheless, the creative industries are not yet using much of all this content in their media productions. There is still a lack of familiarity and understanding of the legal context of all this open content, but there are also problems related with its accessibility. A big percentage of this content remains unreachable either because it is not published online or because it is not well organised and annotated. In this paper we present the Audio Commons Initiative, which is aimed at promoting the use of open audio content and at developing technologies with which to support the ecosystem composed by content repositories, production tools and users. These technologies should enable the reuse of this audio material, facilitating its integration in the production workflows used by the creative industries. This is a position paper in which we describe the core ideas behind this initiative and outline the ways in which we plan to address the challenges it poses.
1. INTRODUCTION

The democratisation of multimedia content creation and the social media revolution have changed the way in which multimedia content is created, shared and (re)used [1]. Online multimedia sharing has experienced a huge growth in the last decade, yielding significant amounts of user-generated multimedia resources, a big part of them available under open licenses [2, 3]. Furthermore, significant amounts of professionally created multimedia content released with closed licenses, are now becoming public domain as their copyright expires, but nevertheless remain unused. At the same time, media industries (content users) need to reduce production costs in order to remain competitive. In the particular case of sound and music, an increasing amount of audio material is available and released under Creative Commons licenses, both coming from amateur and professional content creators. For example, Jamendo is a music sharing site which contains more than 470k music pieces released under Creative Commons licenses, and Freesound [4] is a sound sharing site with more than 300k sound samples (including sound effects, instrument samples and field-recordings among others) also released under Creative Commons licenses. We refer to all this audio content plus any other content that could potentially be made available as public domain or under Creative Commons licenses as the audio commons. Using Creative Commons copyright licenses, content reuse possibilities are much broader than in traditional copyright models. The Creative Commons modular nature of its licenses provides a clear and powerful framework in which content creators can specify the rights for reusing their published content. For instance, a content creator might allow the reuse of its content provided that the content user attributes the source (CC-BY), or it might choose to allow only non-commercial uses (CC-BY-NC). A single piece of content can also be licensed to different content users under different terms, or be re-licensed to a particular content user. There is, therefore, an opportunity for media industries to incorporate audio commons content in their productions, but this is not yet an extended practice.

There are a number of reasons why such content is not yet extensively used in the professional sector. A major one is the lack of a shared culture and understanding within the creative industries of open content and its potential use. But there are also technical and practical issues that do not facilitate this usage. Despite the amount of audio commons content available in online repositories, such as those mentioned above, most potentially useful content remains scattered around the web (if available at all) and typically not properly labeled with specific licenses or reachable through search engines. Also, the nature of audio commons content, coming from a variety of sources and from authors with different levels of expertise, results in unstructured (or not uniformly structured) mass of content. As opposed to, for example, professionally crafted sound libraries which have been manually curated and whose content has been carefully annotated, audio commons content is often unorganised, limiting its potential retrieval and reuse possibilities. Moreover, no tools are easily available to search and incorporate audio commons content in the production workflows of content users in the context of the creative industries.

We see these reasons as challenges that must be addressed in order to make the use of audio commons content an extended practice in the creative industries. In this paper we describe the vision of a technology supported ecosystem of content, users and tools that should facilitate the reuse of audio commons content in the professional sector and, by extension, in the independent or non-professional sectors too. We call this the Audio Commons Ecosystem (ACE), and its initial development is being funded as a research and innovation project grant. We propose a number of development actions to enable access and retrieval of audio commons content in innovative ways that fit the requirements of different use cases of media creation, benefiting
content users by reducing production costs and benefiting content creators by exposing their works to professional environments and allowing them to licence their content. The proposed technologies fill in the existing gaps in order to make the ACE possible, from metadata specification to content annotation, content analysis, gathering of user feedback and licensing procedures. But perhaps more importantly, besides the particular research and innovation actions that will be carried out during the lifetime of the project and the initial development of the ACE, we frame this ecosystem in the broader context of what we call the Audio Commons Initiative. The aim of the Audio Commons Initiative is, starting from the project consortium, engage as many stakeholders as possible, involving them in the definition, development and expansion of the ecosystem. We expect that the concept of Audio Commons and the ACE will have a big impact on the creative industries including, but not limited to, video games production, music production, sound design and audio-visual production.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In Sec. 2 we expose the main objectives of the Audio Commons Initiative and how it will be started as a funded project. In Sec. 3 we describe in more detail the core aspects of the Audio Commons Ecosystem. We end this paper in Sec. 4 with some general conclusions about the Audio Commons Initiative and the ACE.

2. THE AUDIO COMMONS INITIATIVE

The Audio Commons Initiative is the result of the realisation that audio commons content has a huge potential for being reused by the media industry and that is not yet being properly exploited. The main objectives that we envision are the following:

- Promote the publication of audio content as audio commons and foster its reuse by the creative industries, breaking the existing barriers between content users and content creators (either amateur or professional), and proposing a model for audio consumption in media production better aligned with the current trends in the digital economy.

- Develop technologies to support the ACE, making them open and widely available. These technologies will enable and promote the interaction between content creators, content providers, content users, tool developers and further potential actors, facilitating the publishing, licensing and consuming of audio commons content.

- Develop innovative technologies to automatically describe sound and music recordings in the context of search and retrieval applications. These technologies will also be made available under open licences and they will enhance the value of the audio content within media production applications.

- Bootstrap an Audio Commons Ecosystem, publishing a significant amount of audio commons content through it and building tools that can consume the content and be embedded in existing creative workflows of the industry.

- Define open standard procedures for new stakeholders to join and participate in the ACE, fostering its growth, maintenance and sustainability. These procedures will define how to produce and consume content within the ACE.

We are working towards these objectives with the support of the funded project AudioCommons, which runs for three years from February 2016. Besides the development of the particular tools and technologies of the ACE (which are described in more detail in Sec. 3), the project will address intellectual property and business-related challenges that emerge from the initiative. We will evaluate complex reuse scenarios using existing Creative Commons licenses, and make recommendations about their usage, putting a special emphasis on clarifying

\(^4\)http://www.audiocommons.org
(re)licensing procedures for those pieces of content that require it (e.g., from CC-BY-NC to CC-BY). We will also propose business models that can arise from the concept of Audio Commons and make the ACE self-sustainable.

3. THE AUDIO COMMONS ECOSYSTEM

The main goal in developing the Audio Commons Ecosystem is to allow content creators to expose their audio commons content to the content users in the creative industries, and provide ways for its seamless integration in creative workflows. In Fig. 1 we show a conceptual diagram of the different components that will be interconnected in our vision of the ACE. As it can be seen in the diagram, audio content created by the content creators will be exposed in the ACE through a number of content providers. Content providers will host that content and publish it following a common metadata specification as defined by an audio ontology (the Audio Commons ontology), and make it available to content users through embeddable tools (e.g., audio plug-ins) developed by tool developers. Content providers will be able to communicate with the embeddable tools through a unified API specification (the Audio Commons API specification) which will not only manage information about audio content and retrieval but also will handle licensing procedures between content creators and content users. Because of the nature of Creative Commons licenses, content users will also be able to become content creators by feeding back derivative or new content to the ecosystem. The procedures for publishing and consuming content, as well as the tools for annotating content and the ontology and API specifications, will be open and made available to the public and to potential new actors willing to join the ecosystem.

Due to the variety, amount and availability of the content potentially published in the ACE, it can become an incredibly valuable resource for many multimedia applications. To name a few examples, the ACE can be useful as a source of content for procedural audio and soundscape generation in video games [5, 6], as a source of music tracks for tv commercials, as a library of instrument samples and music loops for samplers and digital audio workstations, and as a resource of sound effects for video animations or other audiovisual productions. In the following subsections we describe in more detail some of the most important ideas behind the design of the Audio Commons Ecosystem.

3.1. Use of Creative Commons licenses

The amount of Creative Commons licensed works (of all kinds) available online has recently reached the significant landmark of 1 billion [7]. Part of it includes audio content such as sound effects, soundscapes, speech recordings, music samples and music pieces, which is hosted in online platforms such as the aforementioned Freesound and Jamendo. There also exist initiatives like Europeana\(^5\) which aggregate content from national libraries and institutions and make it available to the general public (an important part of it being also released under Creative Commons or other kinds of open licenses), and other popular sites such as the Internet Archive\(^6\), Soundcloud\(^7\) or ccMixter\(^8\), that host content which already is or could be potentially released under Creative Commons licenses and hence be published in the ACE. Furthermore, there exist even more specific sources of Creative Commons audio material such as the Open Multitrack Testbed [8] and MedleyDB [9], academic databases for multitrack recordings. The ACE will be initially populated with at least 770k audio resources including music pieces from Jamendo and sound samples from Freesound (both acting as content providers and run by members of the AudioCommons consortium). We expect them to serve as an example to other potential content providers for joining the ecosystem, which will ultimately motivate new content creators to publish their creations in the ACE.

---
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3.2. Circular interaction model and co-creation

The same open sharing concepts represented by the Creative Commons licenses are applied to the whole design of the ACE. The ecosystem we propose allows content users to consume reusable content generated by content creators and hosted by content providers. However, it also allows content users to easily become content creators and feed the ACE back with new material or derivatives of existing material. In this way, the Audio Commons Ecosystem also fosters co-creation of audio resources, through a model in which everyone can seamlessly contribute and benefit. The circular model will be supported by the tools and technologies of the ACE, allowing to both consume and contribute within the same environment.

3.3. Enhanced audio content

In the core of the Audio Commons vision, it lays the idea that audio content is much more than just audio files. The audio commons content will potentially come from very different sources and, particularly in the case of user-generated content, will typically lack a uniform structure to allow proper access and retrieval. The ACE targets different kinds of reusable audio content such as music pieces (i.e., audio recordings corresponding to complete songs), music samples (i.e., individual music elements such as single notes, percussive hits, chords, melodies and loops), sound effects (i.e., non-musical sound events such as foley, footsteps, opening and closing doors, alarm sounds, cars passing by, animals and all kinds of noises or artificially created glitches) and soundscapes (i.e., complex non-musical recordings such as environmental recordings, street ambiances or artificially constructed sonic environments).

There has been a lot of research in the sound and music information processing field to develop algorithms for automatically describing audio content. Existing descriptors are however limited and incomplete. Common audio features [10] allow us to compute characteristics of timbre, temporal evolution, tonality and loudness of audio pieces. However the majority of
these features are very low-level without describing semantically relevant information [11]. In the case of music signals, specific algorithms try to address this issue and provide mid/high-level annotation for properties such as chord and key recognition, tempo/rhythm/meter characterisation, pitch estimation and multi-pitch estimation, melody extraction, instrument recognition, and music structure analysis [12, 13]. Research has also been carried out in the computational analysis of timbre perceptual qualities of audio recordings, oriented to sound samples rather than music compositions [14, 15, 16]. Furthermore, research on computing high-level semantic features from low-level audio descriptors exists. In particular, in the context of classification problems, music genre [17], and artist identification [18] have gathered much research attention. Besides music classification, research has been also conducted for the classification of other audio content such as music samples [19] or non musical sounds [20].

To be able to successfully organise and represent audio commons content in the ACE, we will carry out a number of development actions to improve the state-of-the-art in sound and music description and semantic representation technologies. On the one side, we will focus our research on aspects that have been usually overlooked in existing literature (such as the development of descriptors targeted to short music samples). On the other side, we will stress the development of reliable high-level semantic descriptors with the use of bigger and crowd-sourced datasets. The combination of semantic representation of audio content with the use of an ontology (i.e., the Audio Commons Ontology) and the development of annotation tools (both manual and automatic) will enable searching and browsing audio commons content in unprecedented and innovative ways by, for example, browsing sound effects on the basis of their timbral characteristics. The tools that will be developed for content annotation will, in essence, enhance the content by providing extra metadata with a uniform representation compatible with the ACE.

3.4. Distributed framework

The Audio Commons Ecosystem is designed for incorporating many different agents that will be able to connect to the ecosystem for publishing, consuming, licensing or working with content. For this reason, we propose a distributed architecture in which an indeterminate number of content providers process and host resources created by the content creators, and offer API endpoints which follow a common API specification (i.e., the Audio Commons API specification). The tools embedded in production workflows will then access the different content providers by implementing a single API client. Within the AudioCommons project we will evaluate the ecosystem with initial content providers and “early adopters” of the technology (Jamendo and Freesound), and release embeddable tools that will allow the access to that content within production environments. The first embeddable tools for the ACE will include two audio plugins, an add-on for a well-known open source Digital Audio Workstation, and a web interface for accessing music pieces in the ACE. Nevertheless, the aim of the Audio Commons Initiative is to expand the ecosystem and attract new actors. For this we will disseminate clear and standard procedures which will describe, to potential new actors of the ACE, how to create new embeddable tools for accessing (and publishing) content, how to become a content provider of the ACE, or how to interact with the ACE in any of the other ways enabled by our model (e.g., licensing content, providing metadata, etc.).

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have described the core ideas behind the Audio Commons Initiative and outlined the development of the Audio Commons Ecosystem. The ACE aims at directly connecting content creators and content users. We believe that closing the gap between content users’ needs and the available audio commons resources generated by content creators will be beneficial to both parties, having an impact on the digital value chain that connects content creators and
content users and which currently follows a traditional model that has not yet been adapted to the modern communication society. Our proposal wants to promote open data models in which reuse of distributed content takes a central spot, supporting the remix culture [21] and a sustainable digital economy. We expect that creative industries will engage with the initiative and that the ACE will attract new stakeholders, making the Audio Commons Initiative wider and ultimately contributing in making audio commons accessible to everyone and reusable everywhere. We understand that the model we propose poses challenges at many different levels, from technological development to intellectual property management, copyright policies and business models; and that by addressing them we can have a wide impact in the creative industries. The success of the initiative and its future sustainability largely depends on maximising take-up and adoption of the proposed concepts and ecosystem, and on other parties joining the initiative. We therefore encourage potential new stakeholders to contact us, support and become part of the initiative. We believe that the Audio Commons Initiative will serve as an example model for content reuse in the audio domain that could potentially be extrapolated to other fields and content types.
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